Greetings co-workers!

Welcome to PSAC 610! If you are receiving this, you are a member of PSAC 610, the union for Teaching Assistants and Postdoctoral Associates at Western University.

This is some important information that you can access to know your rights as a worker as well as the benefits you are entitled to as a member.

This is the Collective Agreement: [https://www.psac610.ca/resources](https://www.psac610.ca/resources)  
It is a legal document that outlines the rights and responsibilities you have as a worker. If you find that any clause from this document has been contravened, bring it to the union’s notice immediately. This document is above Western’s policies or department directives.

We are in bargaining this year for a revised contract. Until we arrive at a new contract, the old one continues to stay applicable.

Become a full member of PSAC: [https://www.psac610.ca/become-a-member](https://www.psac610.ca/become-a-member)
Fill this in and get a PSAC number and access to our parent union’s information and benefits.

Benefits: [https://www.psac610.ca/teaching-assistant-benefits](https://www.psac610.ca/teaching-assistant-benefits)  
$1000 Extended Health Plan for each PSAC 610 member over and above other plans on campus.  
Financial Aid  
Mental Health Fund  
And more!

Access them all at [www.psac610.ca](http://www.psac610.ca)

For any questions, do reach out to the union: [staffpsac610@gmail.com](mailto:staffpsac610@gmail.com)

In solidarity,

Karuna DSouza | President, PSAC 610